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Disclaimer

All information and materials are for educational purposes 
only. All parties are strongly encouraged to consult with 
their attorneys, accountants, and financial professionals 
before entering into any type of investment. This 
presentation does not constitute an attorney-client 
relationship. 

IRS Circular 230 Notice- Any U.S. federal tax advice 
contained in this presentation is not intended and cannot 
be used for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the 
Internal Revenue Code, (ii) promoting, marketing, or 
recommending to another party any transaction or tax-
related matters.
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 Best-Selling Author
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 Host of the Self-Directed 
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Why?

Why are we talking about retirement accounts 
to a group of Investors?

Here’s 30 reasons



Why is this market growing? 



BIG Picture

 Why do people use retirement 
accounts? What are the 
benefits?
 The tax deal, same for stock as 

real estate.
 That’s where the money is. Your 

money and other people’s 
money.   

 How does it work? 3 Examples 
taken from actual deals. The 
numbers have been rounded to 
make the math easier. 

 How $10K Roth IRA became 
$1M Roth IRA, tax free. 



Account Rollover Options



Rental Example by IRA

 SDRP Buys Property for
$85,000 (2017)
 $45K non-recourse loan
 $40K down
 Current loan balance $30K

 Monthly Net Rental Income:
$1,200 (initially was $950) 
Month Mortg/Tax/Ins = $405 
Prop Mgmt =$120/mo

 Annual Cash-Flow = $8,100

 Annual Return on Investment 
(just rental income): 20%

 Appreciation = $170,000 
(current value)



SDIRA Buys Rental Real Estate

SDRP buys real estate directly. Contract to buy and 
title are in the name of the SDRP (e.g. Directed Trust 
Company FBO John Smith IRA, or ABC Investments 401k 
Plan, FBO John Smith) and not the SDRP owner. 
Expenses to property paid by SDRP. Income from 
property (rent, gain on sale) go to SDRP.

Management Concerns

 SDIRA owns property and receives income and 
pays expenses.

 SDIRA Owner and disqualified persons cannot 
physically work on the property. 

 In this structure you either direct everything through 
your custodian (e.g. pay bills, utilities, etc.) and 
they receive rental income directly for your IRA. 
Or, the second option is to hire a property 
manager who handles the income and expense 
and returns rental income to the IRA. 

 We prefer the IRA/LLC or 401k/LLC for real 
estate investors for administrative convenience and 
asset protection reasons.



IRA buys real estate with a mortgage

 You can use a loan to buy real estate with an IRA. IRA makes down 
payment, loan funds balance.

 MUST COMPLY WITH TWO THINGS.
1. Loan must be non-recourse. IRA owner or disqualified person 

cannot use credit or make personal guaranty.
2. UDFI Tax. Tax on profits from debt. 



Non-Recourse Loan Requirements

 Utilize banks who 
specialize in loans to 
self-directed IRAs

 Most banks require 
property to be income 
producing

 Most banks want 60% 
- 70% debt to equity 
ratio

 30% - 40% down



Common Prohibited Transactions



Prohibited Transaction Rules

IRC § 4975 – Outlines three different categories of 
prohibited transactions.
1. Per Se Prohibited Transaction: Occurs when an IRA 

engages in a transaction with a disqualified person.
2. Extension of Credit Prohibited Transaction: Occurs  

when there is an extension of credit between an IRA 
and a disqualified person.

3. Self Dealing Prohibited Transaction: Occurs when a 
disqualified person (e.g., IRA owner) personally 
benefits from the IRAs investments.



Disqualified Persons



IRA/LLC Structure



Multi-Member IRA/LLC



Self- Directed IRA Real Estate
Investment Process



USE “WEBINAR50” TO SAVE $50 ON A 
NEW ACCOUNT SET-UP

OPEN USING OUR E-SIGN APP 
WWW.DIRECTEDIRA.COM
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